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By AMIRAH KEAT ON

As a full version of Bain & Company's 2022 Luxury Study is now available, updated fiscal figures from last year's
luxury goods sales present a positive outlook on the current state and future success of the sector.

In 2022, luxury landed at $381 billion dollars in retail sales value at current exchange rates, advancing 22 percent as
compared to 2021. Expert analysts at the consulting firm are now reporting that last year's standing signals potential
market strength against future recession threats for the months ahead.

For the report, as part of its  ongoing initiative, the firm has once again tapped Italian luxury goods manufacturers
trade association Fondazione Altagamma to enhance insights featured throughout.

Trending upward
Bain's "Renaissance in Uncertainty: Luxury Builds on its Covid Rebound" report spells continued momentum for
luxury industry players in 2023, based on last year's performance.

In the aftermath of the global health pandemic severely impacting markets in 2020, luxury lept back to 1.15 trillion
euros, or $1.24 trillion at current exchange, in value within a year. 2021 followed suit.

Now, despite socioeconomic disruptions, the luxury market is in sound standing, expanding by 19-21 percent last
year. The team walks through this and more in the most recent edition of the consulting firm's latest Luxury Study,
which presents forecasts from the luxury goods and experiential spending trends that took shape in 2022.

The 21st edition of our Luxury Study, released in collaboration with Fondazione
@Altagamma_it, is  live! https://t.co/6ea4NJKsdv pic.twitter.com/4heS2FLjcM

Bain & Company (@BainAlerts) January 17, 2023
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Defining the overall industry are nine segments total, with luxury cars, luxury hospitality and personal luxury goods
among them. Together, these categories account for more than 80 percent of the total market, providing a precise
read on the overall industry's health.

Of all, consumers clearly preferred personal luxury goods in 2022, according to Bain's insights. The category
outshone all others in growth thus carrying the title of the collective market's "core of the core."

The segment excelled in 2022, even as global challenges and ever-changing rules out of China prevailed, reaching
353 billion euros, or $381 billion dollars in retail sales value, an advance of 22 percent at current exchange rates 15
percent at constant exchange rates compared to 2021, per the firm.

Bain's experts also estimate that 95 percent of brands experienced positive growth last year, but even so, a majority
of luxury players are focused on future investments.
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